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Shock effects recorded in meteorites are generally heterogeneons due mainly to the heteroge- 
neous mechanical properties such as pores and matrices at the grain boundaries even in micro- 
to milli-meter scale. Most of shock effects in chondrites have been described by mineralogical 
and/or petrochemical approaches An attempt to characterize qnantitative shock effects in 
metallic minerals is made for shock-melted LGchondrites (Y-790345, Y-790519 and Y-790964) and 
H-chondrite (Y-82163) by using the Micro Vickers Hardness with as small pit as possible, together 
with the shape analysis of metallic grains 131. 

Fig. 1 summarizes all the hardness valnes obtained, in which each pit is 3 to 10 microns 
and at least three points are measured for each grain. Names of chondrites with a symbol # 
are shock-melted and others are ordinary chondrites (hereafter referred as 'unshocked'). Fig. 2 
shows hardness valnes of Fe-Ni grains as a function of Ni content. Hardness d u e s  of kamacites 
varies considerably and no correlation with Ni content is observed. In contrast, hardness of taenites 
obviously increases with Ni content except a few grains, which are always covered by FeS indicating 
high temperature experienced. Fig. 3 is a sketch of pores and metallic grains in shock-melted LL- 
chondrite (Y-790964), which shows preferential melting of plagioclase rich components 141 possibly 
due to planetesimal-scale collision [O]. Fig. 4 shows distribution of hardness valnes based on about 
45 measnrements in a taenite grain indicated by a circle with a short arrow in Fig. 3 and closed 
diamond with a vertical bar in Figs. 2 and 5. By using a divider method [21, fractal dimension of 
each metallic grain perimeter is calculated. In Fig. 5, hardness values us fxactal dimensions are 
shown for kamacites in H-chondrites (left) and taenites in LLchondrites (right), respectively. 

Although the number of measnrements and chondrites studied is limitted, several features may 
be pointed out: (1) Values of the Vicken Hardness of kamacites in shock-melted chondrites are 
rather uniform with respect to variations of fractal dimension in contrast to those of unshocked 
chondrites. Due to shock-induced high temperatures, deformations of lcamadtes would be annealed 
and constrained by circumferential silicate grain boundaries. (2) Taenites in shock-melted LL- 
chondrites show decrease of hardness valnes with fractal dimension increases, although Ni content 
would effect the valnes of hardness as seen in Fig. 2. Further investigations of hardness and 
morphology as well as chemical and mineralogical studies will become more qnantitative clues of 
shock effects in meteorites. 
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Fig. 1 .  H a r d n e s s  of Metallic grains in chondrites.  
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F ie .  3.  A sketch of polished surface of shock-melted 
LL chormdrite (Y-790964 1 .  Open and closed areas 
indicate metallic grains and vesicles. respectively.  
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Fig. 4 .  Distribution of m e s s  values based on about 
45 masumrents in a taenite grain in 11-790964. 
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Fig.  5 .  
Vickers Hardness vs 
fractal dimention for 
knmacites ( l e f t )  and 
taenites  ( right ) . 
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